We consider multiple entanglement swappings performed on a chain of bipartite states. Each state does not violate CHSH inequality. We show that before some critical number of entanglement swappings is achieved the output state does not violate this inequality either. However, if this number is achieved then for some results of Bell measurements obtained in the protocol of entanglement swapping the output state violates CHSH inequality. Moreover, we show that for different states we have different critical numbers for which CHSH inequality is activated. Even more interesting situation arises in the process of entanglement swapping [4, 5] . Let us now suppose that Alice and Bob as well as Bob and Charlie share two-qubit entangled states which do not violate CHSH inequality. It was shown in [6] that if Bob performs Bell measurement on his qubits -one from a state which he shares with Alice and one from a state which he shares with Charlie then for some initial states and for two results of his measurement the final state shared by Alice and Charlie violates CHSH inequality. In a recent paper [7] a similar scenario was presented in the context of nonlocality tests. Although we call this effect activation of nonlocality, it has to be distinguished from activation of nonlocality as presented in Ref. [8] , where it is achieved between two parties sharing two copies of a bipartite state which does not violate CHSH inequality.
We consider multiple entanglement swappings performed on a chain of bipartite states. Each state does not violate CHSH inequality. We show that before some critical number of entanglement swappings is achieved the output state does not violate this inequality either. However, if this number is achieved then for some results of Bell measurements obtained in the protocol of entanglement swapping the output state violates CHSH inequality. Moreover, we show that for different states we have different critical numbers for which CHSH inequality is activated.
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Nonlocal correlations between outcomes of measurements performed on separated subsystems, manifested in the violation of Bell inequalities, is the most profound feature that characterizes quantum description in opposition to the classical one. Such typically quantum correlations may be found of practical interest in the field of information processing and communication protocols which in many instances outperforms their classical counterparts. Nonlocal correlations between outcomes of local measurements performed on separated particles can be obtained only if particles are entangled. However, this is not sufficient condition, since there exist entangled states, which admit hidden variable model and no Bell inequality can be violated with them [1] . Popescu [2] and Gisin [3] showed that if one or two parties perform measurements on such states then the post measurement state can violate CHSH inequality.
Even more interesting situation arises in the process of entanglement swapping [4, 5] . Let us now suppose that Alice and Bob as well as Bob and Charlie share two-qubit entangled states which do not violate CHSH inequality. It was shown in [6] that if Bob performs Bell measurement on his qubits -one from a state which he shares with Alice and one from a state which he shares with Charlie then for some initial states and for two results of his measurement the final state shared by Alice and Charlie violates CHSH inequality. In a recent paper [7] a similar scenario was presented in the context of nonlocality tests. Although we call this effect activation of nonlocality, it has to be distinguished from activation of nonlocality as presented in Ref. [8] , where it is achieved between two parties sharing two copies of a bipartite state which does not violate CHSH inequality.
In the present paper we consider multiple entanglement swappings performed on a chain of bipartite states and show that before some critical number of entanglement swappings is performed the output state does not violate CHSH inequality. However, if we perform sufficiently large number of entanglement swappings equal to some critical value then nonlocality is activated. Moreover this process of activation can be performed in principle even in the case when states initially possessed by the parties are very weakly entangled.
... Let us consider a total amount of 2N − 1 two-qubit states distributed among 2N parties P −N , P −N +1 , ..., P N in chain (see Fig. 1 ) in such a way that each party of a pair P i , P i+1 (−N ≤ i ≤ −2) share a state ρ L and similarly each party of a pair P i , P i+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1) share a state ρ R , and additionally the parties P −1 , P 1 share a state ρ 1 , where
with
and similarly
whereas
At this stage we are interested solely in the class of states that do not exhibit a violation of CHSH inequality. Let us denote by λ i the eigenvalues of R T R, where R ij = Tr[(σ i ⊗σ j )ρ] (σ i -standard Pauli matrices) then the state ρ does not violate CHSH inequality if for each pair of eigenvalues the following condition holds λ i + λ j < 1 [9] . Using the above criterion it can be verified that if the parameters satisfy the following conditions
( Fig. 2 displays the corresponding range of given parameters in α − p plane) then each of the states ρ L , ρ R and ρ 1 does not violate CHSH inequality. Let us now describe the procedure of entanglement swapping that we will use below. First, the parties P −1 and P 1 perform Bell measurement on their qubits and hence, from the chain of states ρ L ⊗ ρ 1 ⊗ ρ R they produce some output state ρ 2 which is shared by the parties P −2 and P 2 . Next, the parties P −2 and P 2 perform Bell measurement on their qubits and from the chain of states ρ L ⊗ ρ 2 ⊗ ρ R they produce some output state ρ 3 which is shared by the parties P −3 and P 3 and so on. We note that the analysis is independent of the length of the chain since the initial state is repeatedly affected in the same way. The exact form of the output state depends solely on results of all Bell measurements. If all parties P −k+1 ,..., P k−1 obtain |Ψ ± as results of their measurements and the party P k corrects the phase then the parties P −k ,..., P k will share a state
where The states ρL and ρR for which CHSH inequality is activated after n entanglement swappings when all measurements outcomes are |Ψ ± for n = 2, 4, ..., 20 and n → ∞ (shaded regions from right to left) and p1 = 0.01. The states for which the measurement outcome |Φ ± gives rise to separable state when the measurement is performed on a state
One can see that entanglement swapping changes the ratio of the maximally entangled state |Ψ ± to noise. Because for states of the form of (9) the necessary and sufficient condition for violation of CHSH inequality is
and p k increases with k for some p and α, we can transform a chain of some initial states ρ L , ρ 1 ρ R (i.e. with some particular values of p and α) which do not violate CHSH inequality into a state ρ k which violates this inequality by performing sufficiently large number of entanglement swappings. In this sense nonlocality can be activated. However the probability of performing m entanglement swappings with measurements outcomes |Ψ ± decreases exponentially with m.
In Fig. 3 we present the range of parameters of states ρ L and ρ R for which nonlocality is activated after several entanglement swappings (with the use of the initial state ρ 1 with an arbitrary p 1 = 0.01). One can see that parts of the region corresponding to states which do not violate CHSH inequality (see Fig. 2 ) contain states for which nonlocality is activated after performing sufficiently large number of entanglement swappings, i.e., it happens that m entanglement swappings are insufficient to obtain CHSH violation, a property that is available only after additional 2 entanglement swappings.
In order to show explicitly that the number of measurements with all measurements outcomes |Ψ ± is of primary importance we may evaluate the critical num- ber n c of entanglement swappings needed to attain the CHSH violation while using different states ρ 1 , ρ L and ρ R . We see that for some states ρ L and ρ R it is possible to achieve the CHSH violation for any states of the form ρ 1 even for arbitrarily large amount of initial noise. Fig.  4 illustrates the critical number n c for some initial states ρ 1 , ρ L and ρ R in the chain.
Let us now suppose that the parties perform smaller number of entanglement swappings with other measurement outcomes and check if the outcome state violates CHSH inequality. We performed numerical calculations for the cases where (i) party P 1 performs entanglement swapping, (ii) party P −1 performs entanglement swapping, (iii) parties P −1 and P 1 perform entanglement swappings and so on up to the case where parties P −3 , P −2 , P −1 , P 1 , P 2 and P 3 perform entanglement swappings and all possible configurations of measurements outcomes. We found that if we cannot activate nonlocality between parties P −k and P l if the parties P −k+1 , ..., P l−1 obtain |Ψ ± as results of Bell measurements then we also cannot activate nonlocality for any other configuration of measurements outcomes. Unfortunately the number of configurations of measurements outcomes grows exponentially with the number of parties which perform entanglement swapping which makes numerical calculations inefficient. However, we can prove for some initial states ρ L , ρ 1 and ρ R (for which we can activate nonlocality if n c parties obtain |Ψ ± as results of their measurements) and arbitrary n c , we cannot activate nonlocality between any parties by performing smaller number of entanglement swappings. We do this by showing that (i ) we cannot activate nonlocality between parties P −k and P k if at least one of the parties P −k+1 , ..., P k−1 obtains |Φ ± instead of |Ψ ± as a result of his measurement, where
(ii ) we cannot activate nonlocality between party P k (P −k−n ) and P k+n (P −k ), where k ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2;
(iii ) we cannot activate nonlocality between party P −k (P k ) and P k+n (P −k−n ), where k, n ≥ 1.
(i ) It is clear that if we substitute one of the entangled states ρ L or ρ R in the chain of states by some separable state ρ S then any procedure of entanglement swapping involving this state cannot give rise to activation of nonlocality. It suffices to consider only one part of the chain consisting of states ρ R shared by parties P 1 , ..., P k for k > 1 (by the symmetry of states ρ L and ρ R the argument is the same for the second part of the chain consisting of states ρ L shared by parties P −1 , ..., P −k ). Let us suppose, that the party P i (1 < i < k) obtains |Φ ± as an outcome of Bell measurement. In such a case parties P i−1 and P i+1 will share some two-qubit state ρ Φ ± RR . Using Peres-Horodecki separability criterion for density matrices [10, 11] it can be shown that for some p and α ρ Φ RR is separable. Similarly if the party P 1 , who shares a state ρ 1 with the party P −1 and a state ρ R with the party P 2 , obtains |Φ ± as an outcome of Bell measurement then the output state ρ Φ 1R shared by parties P −1 and P 2 is separable for any ρ 1 such that p 1 < 1 √ 2 and for some p and α. Hence, for states with such parameters, if the outcome of at least one Bell measurement is |Φ ± there is no possibility to activate nonlocality by performing further entanglement swappings. In Fig. 3 we present the range of parameters p and α for which ρ Φ RR and ρ Φ 1R are separable.
(ii ) Without loss of generality we show that we cannot activate nonlocality between parties P 1 and P n+1 , where n ≥ 2. Let us suppose that each of the parties P 2 , ..., P n obtains |Ψ ± as a result of Bell measurement. In such a case the resulting state (after possible phase correction) is of the form ρ R,n = p R,n |Ψ R,n Ψ R,n | + (1 − p R,n )|00 00|, (13) where p R,n = −p cos 2α
|Ψ R,n = sin α n |01 + cos α n |10 ,
and
For α > π/4 we obtain α n > α and p R,n < p. Hence, if the initial state ρ R does not violate CHSH inequality then the final state ρ R,n does not violate CHSH inequality either (see Fig 2) .
(iii ) Let us suppose that the parties P −k+1 , P −k+2 ,..., P k−1 , P k+1 ,..., P k+n−1 obtain |Ψ ± as results of their measurement. Hence, the parties P −k and P k will share a state (9) and the parties P k and P k+n will share a state (13). The latter state is of the form (3) and does not violate CHSH inequality. If now the party P k obtains |Ψ ± as a result of his measurement then the parties P −k and P k+n will share a state
which is of the form (13). Because p R,n,k < p R,n , the state ρ R,n,k does not violate CHSH inequality. In (ii ) and (iii ) we did not consider the case where at least one party obtained |Φ ± as a result of Bell measurement because for appropriate choice of parameters the resulting state was separable.
In conclusion we considered activation of nonlocal correlations by performing entanglement swappings on a chain of bipartite states. In order to activate nonlocality for some states a single entanglement swapping is insufficient. In particular we have shown that before some critical number of entanglement swappings is achieved the output state does not violate CHSH inequality.
Our results generalize results derived in [6] and [7] where only chains consisting of three parties were considered. In particular in [6] the authors considered only entanglement swapping performed by a single party. However, as we have seen even if we cannot activate nonlocality in a chain of three parties if one party performs entanglement swapping, it is possible to activate nonlocality in a chain of n parties, where n − 2 parties perform entanglement swappings. On the other hand, in [7] more general measurements than Bell measurement by a single party were considered. Our results differ also from those derived in [8] where only two parties were considered. It was shown there that if the parties share two entangled states and each of them does not violate CHSH inequality then the tensor product of these states can violate CHSH inequality. We also note that the effect observed in Ref. [8] , in contrast to the effect observed in our paper, does not require postselection.
